Abstract. The recent paper by I. Weissman, "Sum of squares of uniform random variables", [Statist. Probab. Lett. 129 (2017), 147-154] is compared to earlier work of B. Tibken and D. Constales relating to the area of the intersection of a centred ball and cube in R n , published in the Problems and Solutions section of SIAM Review in 1997. Some recent applications of explicit formulas for the corresponding probabilities from these references, to problems in lattice reduction, and to the study of Lyapunov exponents of products of random matrices, are noted.
Introduction
A recent paper in this journal by Weissman [13] addresses the question of the distribution of the sum of the squares of n independent uniform random variables in [0, 1] . It is stated in the Introduction of [13] that there is nothing in the published literature dealing with this problem. While this may be true in literal terms, the solution to an equivalent question within geometrical probability has been available in the literature since 1997, in the form of two answers to a particular problem posed in the section "Problems and Solutions" of SIAM Review [10] .
The purpose of this note is to explicitly connect [10] with the topic of [13] , to isolate from [10] formulas which supplement those obtained in [13] , and to indicate some recent developments in the form of both applications and new theory.
Let U i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N be independent, uniformly distributed random variables on [0, 1], and set
With χ J = 1 for J true, χ J = 0 otherwise, one sees immediately that [13, Eq. (7) ] 2) where
, and B N (r) denotes the ball in R N , centred at the origin and of radius r. By symmetry and scaling this can be written
3)
The Problems and Solutions section of volume 39 of SIAM Review, published in 1997 [10] , contained solutions by B. Tibken and D. Constales of Problem 96-19 as posed by Liqun Xu: "What is the volume of the intersection of a cube and a ball in N-space? Assume that the cube and the ball have a common centroid and that neither of the two bodies is large enough to contain the other completely? This problem arises in the study of certain probability distributions." One sees that (2.3) is precisely the geometric quantity as sought by Xu.
The explicit form for N = 2,
(2.4) was derived in both the solutions of Tibken and Constales (for the latter use needs to be made of the second equality in (2.3)). This is [13, Eq. (10) ]. In relation to N = 3, let
From the solution of Tibken, Eq. (23), we read off that
Recalling the 2nd equality in (2.3), we see this is equivalent to [13, Eq. (13)]. For general N, using a method based on Fourier series, it was proved by Constales that
, and thus by the inversion formula for the Laplace transform
It is commented too that the central limit theorem applied to (2.1) implies that for large N, F N (s) has the form of the normal distribution N[N/2,
15 N] cf. the first sentence of [13, §2] . Using a method based on the Fourier integral rather than Fourier series, it was proved by Tibken that for general N
(this is Eq. (13) in Tibken with use required too of (2.3) since Tibken computes the quantity
Here J p (z) denotes the Bessel function of order p. Moreover, with
n (x) denoting the classical Laguerre polynomial, it was shown in Eq. (33) of Tibken's work that (2.8) can be reduced to
For dimensions N ≥ 2, there are an infinite number of bases giving the same lattice. A basic question is to determine a basis -referred to as a reduced basis -consisting of short and/ or near orthogonal vectors. In two dimensions the Lagrange-Gauss lattice reduction algorithm (see e.g. [2] ) performs this task, and converges to basis vectors {α, β} with the property that
It is well known, and straightforward to verify, that the inequalities (3.2) imply that these basis vectors are the shortest possible. Probabilities and volumes can be introduced into this setting by introducing the notion of a random basis, as then the reduced basis is given by a probability distribution. The most natural meaning of a random basis, normalised to have a unit cell with volume unity, is to choose the matrix M of lattice vectors from SL N (R), endowed with a Haar measure as identified by Siegel [12] .
The problem of computing (2.2) shows itself for N = 2 in this context by considering the lattice reduction problem for a complex analogue of (3.1) in two-dimensions. Specifically, one requires that b 1 , b 2 be linearly independent vectors in C 2 , and chooses n 1 , n 2 ∈ Z[i], and thus as Gaussian integers. In a QR (Gram-Schmidt) parametrisation, the matrix of basis vectors is decomposed M = UT, where U ∈ SU(2) and
Here we think of U as rotating the lattice so that b 1 = (r 11 , 0), b 2 = (t As noted in [6] , with V 2 (a, b) denoting the area of overlap between a disk of radius a, and a square of side length b, both centred at the origin, (3.3) upon integration over y 1 and y 2 can be written
Use of (2.4) and (2.3) in (3.4) allows for the determination of the explicit functional form of V 2 , which up to normalisation corresponds to the PDF of the length of the shortest lattice vector. The latter quantity can be realised as a numerically generated histogram, by Monte Carlo sampling from SL 2 (C) with Haar measure, and then use of the complex Lagrange-Gauss lattice reduction algorithm to determine the shortest basis for each sample; see [6, §6] .
Lyapunov exponents.
Let r i ∈ R 3 (i = 1, 2, 3) be sampled uniformly from the unit sphere in R 3 ; this can be done for example by setting r i = (x i , y i , z i )/ x 2 i + y 2 i + z 2 i , where each of x i , y i , z i are independent standard normal random variables. Specify an element of the ensemble of 2 × 2 random matrices U B 2 by forming
, and thus restricting r 1 , r 2 to the first two components along each row. Specify an element of the ensemble of 3 × 3 random matrices U S 3 by forming   
and so placing the components of r i along each row in order. The ensembles U B 2 and U S 3 both have the property that the distribution of any member, X i say, is unchanged by multiplication by an appropriately sized real orthogonal matrix on the right. As such, the Lyapunov exponent µ 1 , defined as
is given by the simple formula [3] 
, corresponding to the sum of the squares of the entries in the first column of any X i .
We know from [7, Prop. 6 ] that both the ensembles U B 2 and U S 3 have each x i uniformly distributed on [−1, 1] and thus p(s) = F N (s) for N = 2, N = 3 respectively. Consequently for U B 2 , using (2.4)
And for U S 3 , as implied by (2.5) and (2.3), or more explicitly by [13, Eq. (14) ], with the notation
we have
Numerical methods similar to those used in [5, §4] , which are based on the definition (3.5), can be used to obtain Monte Carlo estimates of (3.6) and (3.7), and so realising the numerical values to several decimal places.
3.3.
Random sampling -lattice enumeration with discrete pruning. In subsection 3.1, attention was drawn to the problem of determining a reduced basis for a general lattice (3.1). A more modest aim, but one with wide applicability -for example to lattice based cryptography [9] -is to find a nonzero lattice vector of the smallest norm. This is the socalled shortest vector problem. In the enumeration approach to the shortest vector problem [4] , the basic idea is to perform a depth-first search on a tree whose leaves correspond to lattice points, and internal nodes to coefficients of the integer combination practical improvement is to restrict the exhaustive search to a subset of possible solutions, by pruning subtrees of the tree for which the "probability" of finding the shortest vector is small [11] . In [1] a different pruning set to that in [11] is introduced. Analysis of the algorithm requires computing for suitable c. The efficient numerical computation of (3.8) is discussed in detail in [1] .
